Due to Loveland's city government perspective, 2012 was definitely a productive year. Unemployment has fallen, new projects and services were provided to the community without layoffs or furloughs, and the City even achieved a surplus in its General Fund budget. It was a year with many accomplishments.

The following are some of the highlights of the City's accomplishments during 2012.

Unemployment has fallen, nearly 160 homeless and near-homeless members thanks to an electronic device and a partnership with local businesses.

The City's newer electronic information resources, designed to accommodate and serve a changing technological environment.

The city council placed a moratorium on oil and gas development to meet organizational needs through 2017.
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The completed $1 million Garfield Avenue Outfall drier.
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The success of the initial pilot program of the FLEX Plan - a long-term action plan to give Loveland's transportation system more environmentally, economically and operationally efficient improvements.

Adios, Alligator and the big party bus. The Bert Connell-Loveland Airport is being maximized as one that presented both challenges and opportunities.
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Along with stronger local economy, City was very productive in 2012.